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Homeless protest outside Fairmont
Protesters ask
City for better
conditions
By Ilene Meeks

Scianan Dativ

For 18,000 homeless people in
the City of San Jose there is
nowhere to go at night and no
place to call home. For them, living
on the street is an everyday reality.
"A Sleep-Out to Stop the Persecution of the Homeless" was a
non-violent demonstration held on
Monday night in front of the San
Jose Art Museum.
The Community Homeless
Alliance (CHA), advocates from
several other homeless organizations and the homeless planned to
sleep out to show solidarity.
People participating in the
demonstration at the First Christian Church on Fifth Street
marched to the Fairmont Hotel,
where they tried to march through
the hotel in order to camp outside.
They were asked to leave by hotel
employees.
After being rebuffed at the Fairmont, they marched to the Redevelopment Agency on San Fernando Street and then to the Federal
building. At both places they went
they were asked to leave by San
Jose police.
They ended up near the San
Jose Art Museum.
Nlam people were in high spiiits
about the sleep-out. People casually walked around eating vegetarian
Marc Martizna, left, is one of the homeless people who participated in the Community
Homeless Alliance’s "sleep our’ Monday in front of the San Jose Museum of Art. Mar-

Committee seeks
students’ feedback
By Jack Bunting
tux Sull Write.
SJSU has never had a problem with accreditation, a
process that happens every
eight years and allows the university to grant financial aid
and diplomas.
If SJSU were to lose its
accreditation, it would no
longer be able to provide these
services for the students, said
Nancy Fimble, chairperson of

the university self-study report.
The report committee is a separate entity from the accreditation process.
Fimble wants Sp: students
to vi Ittilteer feedback oil the
aotilicy with which her team
Wink a self-study.
The report will help a team
of educators from across the
country decide if SJSU will
remain accredited. They will
See ACCREDITAIION. paw 14

tizna says he has been homeless since he lost his job at Schlumberger’s High Tech of
San Jose as a shipping clerk a year and a half ago.

Sce SLEEP-OUT. page 12

Salaries largest bookstore expense
By Heather Hayes
and Alex Betancourt
spurim I /ail, Staff Writers
Each semester, students can
spend hundreds of dollars for
textbooks and supplies at the
SJSU Spartan Bookstore. But
most of them never know what
the bookstore does with its profits.
The
Spartan
Bookstore
grossed $11.5 million in sales for
the ’92-93 fiscal year, said Ron
Duval, executive director of Spartan Shops. This includes sales of
textbooks as well as other items
such as sweatshirts, pencils and
notebooks.
Sales income is off-set by

Help for allergy victims
free at Health Services

expenses. I lie largest expense, bookstores. According to the Per$1.3 million, was spent on sonnel Office at Cal State Fresno,
required benefits at CSF are
employee salaries and wages.
Dwight Sur. Spartan Book- vision, dental and medical.
Incomes of salaried employees
store manager, said all full time
at other college bookand permanent emph saround
stores vary a great deal.
ees receive benefi s
Although other colfrom the bookstore.
leges were willing to disThis includes medical,
life and dental insurclose salary information,
Sur refused to give any
ance as well as retirecampus
information regarding
ment, vacation and sickhis salary. %%lien asked,
leave credit.
Employee benefits in the ’92- Duval, director of Spartan Shops,
93 fiscal year cost the Bookstore also refused to release information.
$274,376.
According to ‘srs personBenefits offered to SJSU
I avlor. manemployees are similar to those nel (Ali( e. I.ai
ager of the 1 s. Ire, earns
given to emplooc s if other

)car, plus beliclit.s.
Dave Painter, manager of the
San Jose City College bookstore,
also receives benefits on top of
his $49,000 a year salary. He and
other management are given full
medical, dental. vision and life
insurance.
Other operating expenses
Spartan
Bookstore
incurs
include office supplies, telephone toll costs and security ser-

$70,360 a

vices.

According to Duval, the Bookstore is a non-profit organization.
which means that the store is not
organized for the private gain of
See BOOKSTORE. page 11

Jazzing it up at SJSU

By ( :ynthia Pirkerrell

results when the body’s immune system attacks pollen, causing cells lining the inside of the nose to swell
Bees are buzzing, flowers are and get wale! v.
cells
These
blooming and sturelease an inflamdents are sneezing
matory chemical
in this the height of
called histamine
allergy season.
’The worst thing
that causes blood
But while the rest
you can get is a
vessels to widen,
of the valley dishes
producing mm us
out the dollars for
warm windy day.
and muscle spasms
hay fever cures, SIS11
’The worst thing
The best is a nice
students can see an
you can get is a
allergy specialist for
rain that takes the warm, windy day.
free.
The best is a nice
The service is
pollen out of the
rain that takes the
included in the $20
air.’
pollen out of the
health fee students
F. Haw Rodembaugh air." Rodenbaugh
purchase during regallergia and imenunolngin said, naming grass
istration.
pi Men as the maj4nAccording
to
ulprit for allergies
allergist and immuin the Santa Clara
nologist F. Hasc
Rodenbaugh, hundreds of students valley during May and June.
Smaller grains, like grass and walhave come in for hay-fever symptoms
this semester. Causing sneezing, itchy nut pollen, are able to blow farther
eyes and a runny nose, hay fever
See ALLERGIES. page 10
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Jazz musicians from Handsworth Secondary School in Vancouver, British Columbia, visited the SJSU music department Tuesday
as part of their nine-day tour. Appearing from left. Ainslie Gainer, music director Keith Woodward, Erin McGann and Gregory Sim.
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Restructure Social Security
or fund will go bankrupt

Make a place for bikes

35 years, the Social Security trust fund
Iii
will go broke. Every time you go to pick
up your paycheck, you can see little by little, all of sum money disappear. Unless the government reforms Social Security, you’ll never
see it again.
Last Tuesday, House Ways and Means Chairman Dan Rostenkowski proposed the biggest
Social Security overhaul since 1983. Rostenkowski said his program would ensure 75 years of
solvency. He said he would not push the measure this year because Congress is consumed
with health-care reform.
If the bill is enacted, it would cut the January
1995 cost-of-living adjustment for beneficiaries
from 3 percent to 2.5 percent, resulting in an
average retiree’s receiving $3 a month less than
expected.
The bill would also lower the income threshold, decreasing the percent of Social Security
benefits that count as taxable income from 85
to 50. The budget passed last year by the Clinton administration imposed such a tax on higher-earning Social Security recipients.
Rostenkowski’s plan would also reduce benefits by up to 20 percent for the most affluent
retirees and would also gradually increase the
payroll-tax rate for employers and workers from
6.2 percent of wages to 8.15 percent.
Every time hard-working Americans receive
their paychecks, they cringe and moan at the
FICA deduction. The government reassures the
working class that their hard-earned money will
be repayed when they reach the golden age of
65. Simple math says that anyone currently 30
or younger will not receive any benefits by the
time they are old enough to be eligible.
With health awareness growing in this country, people are living longer, meaning that more
people are eligible to receive benefits in 35
years.
Working Americans who have paid for Social
Security over the years deserve to get their
money back. Their Social Security benefits
should be guaranteed.
If the government has to reform Social Security to make sure that we all get our hard earned
money back, then they had, better do it. If the
money in the Social Security fund is only used
to pay back the money that was put into it, then
there shouldn’t be a problem paying it back.
By the time we reach the age of 65, we’ll
need the benefits in order to survive. There is
no way the government should take our money
with the intention of paying it back and then
not do it.
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Rats: the misunderstood rodents
ats!
I’m not complaining
bout a bad grade or
lamenting my love life. I’m referring to the small, furry animals
with long tails and beady eyes.
These rodents have been the
recipients of a centuries-old bum
rap, which I would like to
change. My love of rats began in
high school when our science
lab rats had babies. After a bit of
research and thought, I became
a rat owner.
Are you envisioning a large,
hostile and unkempt creature
scampering out from the dark
corner of an attic? Such rats do
exist; I admit I would not want to
meet one either! However, the
stigma attached to rats is unfair.
They cannot be stereotyped any
more than people can.
There are numerous rat
species, including the bushytailed woodrat (also known as
the packrat for its habit of collecting assorted junk), the kangaroo rat that jumps over eight
feet, the African giant rat that
measures up to three feet long
and the spiny rat, whose fur has
evolved into tiny bristles.
Black rats have been called
"roof rats" and "ship rats." Brown
rats are also known as "barn
rats," "house rats," and "sewer
rats." Both have many color variations. Whatever aliases are used,
it’s these two with which humans
have co-existed for so long, yet
have understood so little. Common pet rats are descendants of
these, mainly the brown rat
Rats were not the direct cause
of the bubonic plagues that
swept through medieval Europe.
It was the fleas living on the rats

SHARI KAPLAN
Meandering Missive
that harbored the disease; a hapless peasant could fall ill from
sharing his cottage with a fleainfested dog or cat as well.
The phrase "dirty rat" is a misnomer. Despite the conditions in
which they may be forced to live,
rats are fastidious. My two rats
spent up to 10 minutes licking
and smoothing their fur. They
even used their paws to scrub
their faces and ears, which is
more than some people do! Rats
designate one area of their cage
as a restroom," and avoid soiled
cage shavings.
A rat’s long tail, often a turnoff for many people, is important for survival. The tiny scales
"ruffle" out when the rat is
climbing, which provides a good
grip. They can wrap their tails
around your wrist for security. A
gentle tail tug can remind a rat
that it’s getting "out of bounds,"
though they should never be
picked up this way.
High intelligence is another
rat trait, their ability to quickly
navigate mazes being just one
example. Mine recognized and
responded to different tones of
voice.
When I opened the cage, my
first rat would pick up the sock
she slept on and fling it at my
hand when she wanted a fresh

one. After playing in my room,
she taught ME that by hopping
on my lap she wanted to return
to the cage.
My second rat knew the subtle
differences in the noises each of
her treats made in their containers. She developed strict preferences for which stuffed animals
and rat toys she played with. She
also knew where to look if they
were missing.
Rats express emotions and
personality. Contented rats grind
their teeth, often quite loudly.
My rats did this if I rubbed them
or gave them attention after
being gone all day. My second
rat even touched noses with me
as a greeting! Very happy or
excited rats may also pop their
eyes or produce a very soft,
steady squeaking sound.
Nervous rats groom themselves rapidly or flatten themselves on the ground. Annoyed
rats may peep when touched,
place their teeth lightly on you,
or simply turn around and direct
their hind end at you. Angry rats
whip their tails back and forth
and fluff up their fur.
I could continue my discourse
with more facts and anecdotes,
but I think I have already
achieved my purpose. I simply
want to share the good side of
rats and perhaps debunk a few
prejudices along the way.
Though I currently do not
have pet rats, the topic remains
close to my heart I truly do love
them.
Shari Kaplan is a Daily copy
editor and columnist. Her column
appears every other Wednesday.

Don’t take unnecessary risks with life
Tuesday night, I
Last
wasn’t at work, where I
usually am at that time.
Nor was I studying for another
exam. Of all the places in the
world, I was watching my father
lie in a hospital bed.
Under the softness of the pink
chiffon hospital blanket my father
lay watching TV, playing with the
channels to relieve his anxiety.
Tubes snaked in and out of his
body as an occasional nurse
would come to draw his blood. It
was strange for me to see a man
so tough, so strong and so unrelenting fall victim to failing health.
Earlier that morning I had
found my father lying lifelessly in
bed even though it svas 9 am. and
he is usually up at that time.
While getting ready for school, I
could hear him coughing harshly
minute after minute as his loud
gasps echoed through the hallway. I opened the door to his bedroom and peered in, ever so
slightly, to find my father enduring his coughing spasms and complaining of chest pains.
1 knew he would never tell my
mother he was feeling ill, so I
immediately called her at work.
She took him to the hospital,
while I was forced to concentrate
on an endless day of school. It

MICHELLE LAU
Writer’s Forum

’Why is it that the
edge of death is
what makes us
change?’
wasn’t until the afternoon that my
mother called to tell me my father
had experienced a precursor to a
heart attack.
The doctors were keeping him
overnight to monitor his health
and take a series of tests. They
diagnosed my father with angina,
a condition that occurs when the
heart doesn’t receive enough oxygen.
One thing about my father:
he’s a smoker. A pack a day or a
pack and a half. He’s been addict-

ed to smoking almost all his life
since he was in his teenage years
up until Tuesday at the age of
62.
My father’s back home now,
taking a multitude of pills. Of
course, his doctor advised him he
should no longer smoke. He
hasn’t, but I can only imagine
what he feels like when he must
satisfy his addiction with a stick of
beef jerky instead of a nicely
packed stick of nicotine.
This isn’t a lesson advising
smokers not to smoke, nor is it a
report giving smokers deadly statistics.
Instead, it is for all my readers
to question and wonder why it
takes a catastrophe before we
wake up and realize that we have
to change. My father was this
close this close to dancing with
death. Why is it that the edge of
death is what makes us change?
Are we really that risky? The fact is
sometimes people aren’t so lucky.
There is no chance to rectify their
lives, no chance to make a turnaround and see life from another
perspective.
After all, life doesn’t have to be
a game of Russian roulette.
Michelle Lou is a
Daity staff writer

Editor:
As a bicyclist, I am alarmed by the plans to
enact a campus-wide ban on bicycles. The ban is
part of the planned conversion of San Carlos
Street into a pedestrian mall. The planners not
only plan to ban bikes on San Carlos, but on Seventh Street as well. I look forward to the pedestrian mall, but the current plan will create a sixsquare-block area all cyclists must avoid.
Ironically, one of the Earth Day programs last
week included a forum on the bike-ban proposal.
Two administrative representatives were present to
defend the ban. They presented two main reasons
SJSU needs a comprehensive ban.
Number one was fear of being sued in the
event of an accident. They said this would raise
tuition. Could there not also be legal grounds for
a suit from a cyclist? This plan will cause more
auto traffic around SJSU’s perimeter. It will push
cyclists out into that extra, hectic traffic.
The administrators’ second refrain was that it
was impossible to accommodate cyclists on the
pedestrian mall. Well I say, "Back to the drawin’
board wicha."
San Carlos can now accommodate cyclists,
pedestrians and two lanes of traffic and parking.
Certainly with the additional space they can find a
solution. Many other campuses have.
As people spending city and/or school money,
they should back off from their prearranged
answers and listen to us. Our requests are reasonable. We recognize the dangers of mixing bikes
and pedestrians. One solution would be a bike
path. This could be on one of the old sidewalks or
on the middle of the planned garden area.
A speed limit, as opposed to an all-out ban,
would stop irresponsible riding (we’re not all dare
devils). Bike safety standards or continued use of
the police station traffic light to regulate bike and
pedestrian exchange are just a few solutions.
These plans will affect our campus for a long
time. The students need to be involved in the
decision making process. So please Dean Batt,
whatever you do, keep us informed.
John Press, Graduate Student,
Secondary Edwation Credential Program

Campus Viewpoint
Hot classrooms should be issue
On a recent sunny spring afternoon, I found myself
literally breaking into a sweat as I sat in BC 210.! wasn’t
sick, nor was I nervous or embarrassed. I was trying to
listen to my professor in the sweltering heat that’s often
the norm in the Business Classrooms building at SJSU.
As one of Silicon Valley’s top producers of skilled workers, SJSU should provide its students with a learning
environment that is safe, clean and comfortable.
Whether it’s day or night, spring or fall, the Business
Classrooms are uncomfortable. The climate control system seems to have been abandoned some time ago by
facilities management at SJSU. The heat is unbearable
much of the time, most notably on the second and
third floors. The fact that the windows do not open not
only seems like a bad architectural joke, but contributes to a sense of helplessness. One cannot even
crank open a window for ventilation.
It seems particularly amazing to me that the building can remain so hot, since the entrance doors hang
wide open most of the time. I’m not sure I want to
know how much it is costing the school to run a climate-control system that produces such an incredible
amount of heat, especially since it all goes out the
doors of the building.
As an SJSU student, I would like to know why the
environmental studies and geography departments are
located in beautiful, recently remodeled Washington
Square Hall. I would also like to know why the Spartan
Complex, Dwight Bente’ Hall, and Dudley Moorhead
Hall are in such good shape. Most of the departments
located in these buildings are somewhat smaller than
the business department Rather than spend huge
sums of money planting trees and making lowly walkways down Ninth and San Carlos Streets, SJSU should
make its facilities fully operative. With the current fiscal
situation, no one is demanding that the Business Classrooms be the envy of the state. However, a building
with an adequate climate control system and working
bathrooms is a necessity.
San Jose State University has an excellent reputation
for producing world-class workers. Imagine what the
University could do if it allowed students to learn in
facilities that are at least on par with the average Silicon
Valley business. It is simply outrageous to expect the
best of these students when they are given the worst of
learning environments.
Billy Maxfield
Graduating Senior PuMicfldministw.hon

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DArix provides a daily Forum to promote
a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff faculty and others who
are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARrAN
DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The
SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax artides to (408) 924-3237.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTA71 DAILY
and will be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
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SpartaGuide

For the five o’clock news

The San Jose State calendar

Today

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Topical Bible Study,

AKBAYAN CLUB: General Meet-

1:30p.m., Outside SU. Call Tim
298-0204

ing, documentary "On Borrowed
Land," 3:30-5p.m., Guadalupe
Room, SU. Call Chris 534-1140

RE-ENTRY ADVISING PROGRAM:

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation, 6p.m.,

Brown Bag Lunch Program End of Semester Social, noon1:30p.m., Pacheco Room, SU.
Call Virginia O’Reilly 924-5930

Almaden Room, SU. Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS: Workshop: Police

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES: Seminar, "Radiation

Beat Coverage, 7p.m., DBH 133.
Call Dave Grey 924-3266

and Human Space Flight," by Dr.
Eleanor Blakely, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, I:30p.m.,
DH 135. Call JeanAnn 924-4900

WEDNESDAY NIGHT CINEMA:

GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE:
Prideweek- "GALA Against
Defamation" noon, Costanoan
Room, SU. Call 236-2002

LANE FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE: Faculty & Staff Reception,
4:30p.m., University Dining
Room. Postponed due to funeral
of Richard Nixon

"Philadelphia," 7:30p.m., Ballroom, SU. Call 924-6261

WORLD MUSIC CHOIR & JAZZ
SINGERS: Concert, 7:30p.m.,
Concert Hall Music Building.
Call Baomi 924-4633
SvartaGuide is available to SJSU students,
faculty and staff organizations for free.
Dr.adline is Spin., two clays brfore publication. Forms are available at the Spartan
DBH 209. Limited space may Late
reducing the number of entries
I, ON LEE,P %1ST

UN’s 50th anniversary
celebration in the works
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Organizers
on
Tuesday
launched a 14-month campaign
designed to build public awareness for next year’s 50th anniversary of the founding of the United Nations.
San Francisco, the birthplace
of the global organization, will
play a prominent role in worldwide observances that start in
January and continue through
the year, culminating at UN
headquarters in New York.
In 1945, as World War II
neared an end, representatives
from 50 nations gathered in San
Francisco.
Over the course of two
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KRON-TV’s weekend anchor reporter Catherine Heenen, right, talks with SJSU students Kimberli Hutchison. left, and David Heck in Heck’s
dorm room Tuesday. Heenan is working on a story about the problems and changes facing today’s college student.

months they came up with the
United Nations charter, which
was signed on June 26, 1945, at
the city’s War Memorial.
At a news conference Monday, UN50 Committee co-chairman Frank Tatum said organizers expect to spend about $2
million on the commemoration
and related symposiums and celebrations. Most of that money
will be raised through private
donations, he said.
Both UN Secretary General
Boutros Boutros-Ghalt and President Clinton will be invited to
attend the June 1995 anniversary celebration in San Francisco.

Deputies hunt cougar that mauled jogger
Trackers huntCOOL (AP)
ed Tuesday for the mountain
lion they say stalked and killed a
jogger in the rugged Sierra Nevada foothills northeast of Sacramento.
The mutilated body of Barbara Schoener, 40, was discovered Sunday in the isolated
Auburn Lake Trails area of El
Dorado County.
Sheriff’s detectives said she
had been attacked by a cougar
that bit her neck and crushed
her skull, then dragged the par-

tially consumed body about 300
feet and buried it under leaves
and debris.
Experts said mountain lions
often conceal their prey and
return when they are hungry.
The sheriff’s department,
releasing preliminary autopsy
results, said in a written
statement that Schoener apparently was running along the trail
when the lion jumped onto the
path about 20 feet behind
her and attacked her from the
rear.

The force of the animal’s the sheriffs report said.
assault knocked her off the path
A lion’s prints were identified
down a steep slope. She stnig- on and near the path.
gled to her feet, was attacked,
"There’s no question she was
then moved further down the attacked by a mountain lion,"
slope "to a location where the said sheriff’s Sgt. James Roloff.
State experts said Schoener is
final attack occurred," the sheriff’s report said.
believed to be the first person
Investigators
said
the this century killed in California
Scho- during an actual mountain lion
120-pound,
5-foot-8
ener tried to fight off the attack.
In 1909, a woman and child in
animal. "Defensive wounds
on Barbara’s forearms and Santa Clara County were
hands make it apparent she attacked and died later from
did struggle with the lion," rabies.
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Right now, you could take home one of the country’s best-selling personal notebook computer. They’re all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
ever. B that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
computers’ for incredibly low monthly payments. By
The Apple Computer Loan.
Reseller for further information.
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
Oii’ll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget. Apple ii
choose from the entire Macintosh" line or grab a PowerBook’, the most popular

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
5% off all CPU’s in stock. Prices good from April 1 to April 30.
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Building
owners
race to beat
deadline

Taking pride,
one laugh
at a time

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Owners of earthquake-damaged office buildings in the San
Fernando Valley are facing
repair deadlines that if missed
could permit tenants to walk
away from long-term leases.
At many buildings, if repairs
are not made by July 17 the
six-month anniversary of the
quake tenants will be able to
exercise "thunage Mid destruction" clauses and bleak their 5..
to 10-year rental agreements.
Some owners are unlikely to
meet the deadline because of
delays in securing federal Small
Business Administration loans,
insurance payments, and construction permits and crews.
"It’s a waiting game to see
which building owner comes
back and when," said Cathy
Scullin, a broker at ZugsmithThilid, a commercial real estate
firm in Encino. And if they do,
she asked, -Do they come back
intact, or crippled because they
lost their tenants?"
Neal Tenen, one of seven
lawyers who shared offices
at the badly damaged Sherman
Oaks Atrium, said he may
find new office space if the fourstory building is not fixed by
July 17.
Tenets and other lawyers are
talking about buying a small
office building of their own.
"It’s going to be a close call"
whether the owner meets the
deadline, he said. "There could
be a mad rush to finish."
The owner of Sherman Oaks
Atrium, Advent Realty Limited
Partnership, declined to comment.
But the Atrium’s leasing
agent, John Sabourin of Beitler
Commercial Realty Services,
said the owner had earthquake
insurance.

ABOVE LEFT: Bay
area comic Sabrina
Matthews does her
routine in the Student
Union amphitheater
Tuesday as part of
SJSU’s gay Prideweek. She recently
appeared on the
cable program Comedy Central.
LEFT: Jennifer Cook,
right, laughs at
Matthews jokes .
Prideweek continues
with speakers
through the end of
the week.
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STORE YOUR STUFF
FOR FREE*

’FIRST MONTH FREE RENT WITH MINIMUM 2 MONTH REIYTALPERIOD.
OFFER GOOD TO NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY ON SELECTED SPACES SUBJECT
TO AVAILABILITY. OFFER EXPIRES 6/1/93

PLEASE MENTION THIS AD
study (stud e). noun. 1. a room in a house used for
reading. verb. 2. the act of reading or paying close
ntion for the purposed of gaining knowledge.
. the belongings acquired over time that serve
diate purpose. 2. objects that seem to merely occupy
hings that should be stored at Safe Place Storage!
(stoo’ka): noun.l. a German two seated dive
ber used successfully during World War Two.

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
A

SUMMER
SESSION
Small and personal classesmost have fewer than 20
students
An intimate campus

co
Santa Teresa

947-8775

SANTA
CLARA

Look what the best regional university west of the
Rocky Mountains (ranking by U.S. News and World Report)
has to offer:

cu

WILLOW GLEN
9(X) Lonus Street
Off Lincoln Avenue
Near Highway 280

SPARTAN DAILY

SANTA TERESA
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd.
Bernal Road Exit
Off Highway 101

Classes taught by Santa Clara faculty

400

281-0400

Reduced tuitionjust $500 to $625 per class
Registration by mail and open to all students (no application
necessary)
Easy transfer of most units
A wide range of the courses you needfrom liberal
arts core to pre-med

CALL NOW WHILE WE STILL HAVE SPACE AVAILABLE!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Office flours
Monday thru Saturday: 9am to 6pm
Sunday: 9am to 5pm

L

Gate Hours
Monday thru Saturday: 7am to 7pm
Sunday: 9am to 5pm

A semester’s worth of work In just two five-week sessions:
June 16--1July 22 ond July 25August 30
.
.
._ ....,..
,

...

Call now for more information and a catalog(408) 654-4833.
SELF

STORAGE

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY

etiASUWAL..6

economical,
FUN,reliabte, travel...
BUILT FOR
loves to
loads of personality,

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There’s a Ford or Mercury Just Like You...
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
$400 Cash Back or a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you are. So why
not say you’re one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going?
In other words, why not say it with a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now’s the perfect time to make a
personal statementbecause the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you your choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
about the College Graduate Purchase
Program. (It’s a terrific way to show the
world just how smart you really are!)

‘Special Finance rote olternotive and Ford Credit programs not ovoilable on leases
...To be eligible you must graduate with a bachelor’s or groduate degree. or be enrolled in graduate school, between I/1/94
and 9/30/94 This program is in addition to oil other notional customer incentives, except for other Ford private offers,
including the Young Buyer Progrom You must purchase or lease your new vehide between If I /94 and 9/30/95
Some customer and vehicle restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details

Visit Your Nearest Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealership Today...
or Call 1-800-321-1536 for Details on the College Graduate Purchase Program

Con
Now that you’re a

CARL CHEVROLET-G[0

REWARD
YOURSELF!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
GM COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM!
You’ve worked hard, accomplished your goals and earned your
diploma. Now it’s time to do something nice for yourself.

1994PontiacGra

im
+YON

199
GM( So

GRADUATES GET $400 OFF FROM GM!
If you are about to graduate or are a grad student, you may qualify:
You can receive a $400 discount on any new Chevrolet, Chevy truck,
or GEO. Best of all, this special discount is available in addition to
most other rebates and incentives.

TAKE A TEST DRIVE AND GET A FREE GIFT!
If you’re eligible for the GM College Grad Program. this special offer
is for you. Simply test drive any Chevrolet. Chevy tnick or Geo and
you’ll receive your choice of a leather portfolio,
electronic data bank, or compact disc!
This offer is valid for six months prior to graduation and one year after graduation.
Grad students may qualify for the program while they are enrolled for one year after
graduation. Offer expires 8/30/94

LD

905 W. CAPITOL EXPWY. SAN JOSE 266-4000

OIL CHANGE SERVICE
*Parts and installation.
*Install new Filter and up to 5 Qts.
Premium Multi-Grade Oil.
FREE TIRE ROTATION w/OIL CHANGE ACOUTUNE
/With coupon ONLY...

JOE KERLEY
LINCOLN MERCURY
JEEP EAGLE
3566 Stevens Creek Boulevard
San Jose241-8800
Pricot ylua

riur lev
011etendsMoridoly1,1,94

4x4 ’94 WRANGLER

Price does no

& BRAKE

95

+ $2 hazardous waste

1

recyfop

I

5/12/94

510 E. Santa Clara St.
(corner of llth and Santa Clara)
Phone 298-7722

$11,294
3 Available At This Price

TUNE-UP

PER
aa
aa

’94 CHEROKEE

6 Month/6,000 Mile Guarantee!
4 cylinder- $49.95 regularly
6 cylinder- $54.95 regularly
8 cylinder- $59.95 regularly
Bring

this ad for..

I 0

4 000r. Automatic TransmissionFactory Air Cond4.0 6
CylCenter ConsoleAM/FM
StereoVisibility Group

ACCUTUNE

& BRAKE

510 E. Santa Clara St.

OFF

(Most Cars)

Purchaso $1 I.!4.1, less 5;100 F .,tory [lobate
and $400 College Robate Prognrli ,latIt.hcable
Rebate oligibIllty requirernents must be mot For
rhryslu,
ira4:atn Pf ,X)(3171
4 5:04 441. 791

(corner of 11th and Santa Clara)

Phone 298-7722
Exp. 5/12/94

1 Available At This Price

SMOG CHECK
-Licensed smog check station.
-Never a charge for a retest.
-Regularly ’2495
-With this coupon only...
ACOUTUNE

& BRAKE

p595

510 E. Santa Clara St.
(corner of 11th and Santa Clara)

Phone 298-7722
Ears 5/12/94

$14,488
Purchase 514 888, less $400 College Rebate
Program rl applic,able Rebate ellgotplay requrernents must be mel for Chrysler College Grad,
ale Program m189367

494 Tracer
FACTORY AIR CONDONING
POWER STEERING AM/FM

$9,988
12 Available At This Price
Paroles. $10,758, less $400 Goile9e Rebate
Program tl applicable Rebate ellgitalny requirements must be rnet tor Lincoln Mercury College
Graduate Protyern
I

ongrattnabons!

Hi.

iat you’re about to graduate, you can afford a car or truck with class.
Value Price

1994
Pontiac Grand Am

$13,995
I.D I 73255 a 542232

Shop one of Northern California’s largest inventories
Value Price

$8,995

1994
GNIC Sonoma

1995 NEON starting at
1.0 I 8519920 Price includes Sm

$8995*

he’s $500.00 graduation/first tine buyers bonus.

ythe

the Automobile People

CHRYSLER /P111101111

4201 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa aara

JEEP/BGLE

(on the corner of Stevens (reek and Kiely)

983-5300

900 West Capitol Expressway
San Jose, CA
(408) 266-9500

Ask for John Segal
-,xe does not include tax, keine or doc fees. Subject to prior sale, offer expires the day after graduation

’Legal stuff: Price plus tax, license & doc fees. Price shown includes $400.00 Graduation rebate

10% OFF FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS!!!

1141

OFFER ONLY GOOD WITH SJSU ID HURRY IN OUANTITIES ARE
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

Our *

LICII-17/770L7/1&
\

Get ready for Summer with these HOT BUYS!

auckamathle

clarion- ilitillmousue.
60

PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

Detach Face CD
.Detach
.3 -Beam Laser
.88 Watts of Powe
.8x0s
NOW
ONL
Reg $429

JVC

$29._13j

AM/FM Cassette ve Changer cont.
.High Power
.Detachable Face
.Dolby
NOW
.Clock
Reg $389 ONLY

219

VJC

!IP

comic’
0.50 Watt 2 CH Amp
.Gold RCA Inputs
.High Level In
.Hexlet
NOW
ONLY
Reg $99

$49

4blockibrdroscrib
1.15" Subwoofer
.100 Watt Handling
.93dB IW/IM
.4 or 8 Ohm
.Fs 29 Hz Now
Reg $169 ONLY

0119-1:1+ ticcidbidfc6c011
.Power Amp
011M/FM co Detach Face
.120 Watt @Ch Amp
.JD Powers Award Winner
.20 Ohm Stable
.130 Watt, 4CH Amp
.0.05% THD
.8x0s, 1 Bit D/A
.Bridgable NOW
.Dual Color
NO
ONLY
Reg $299
Reg $499 ONLY

2875 SO WINCHESTER BLVD
CAMPBELL. CA 95008
(408) 378-6322

blocklbrdroscrite.

$349

MBQUARTI

polk

VIPERfi

.M0altE M00I1:f1

.6" x9’ Coaxials
.1mjection Mounted Cone
.100 Watts Handling
.Freq Res: 30-25Khz
.92dB IW/IM
NOW
FACJ
PAIR
Reg $149 ONLY

$79

’79

VIPERfi
AUTO ALARM
.2 Dual Button Remotes
Six ToneSiren
.Shock Sensor
NOW
Reg $299 ONLY

DA 2000

mine’

169

MKICKER.

.2 -Way Active X -Over
.DC/DC Pwr. Supply
.Var. Freq.
.Hi -Level Input
NOW
ONLY
Reg. $99

’49

Licliasri-rit7L7//

Lichaorrnic-ilm/

835 W EL CAMINO REAL
MTN VIEW. CA 94040
(415) 691-0181

307 -11TH STREET
OAKLAND. CA 94607
(510) 839-1992

P’ Dual Remotes
’Shock Sensor
.120 dB Siren
.Panic
NOW
ONLY
Reg. $299

229
low

$79
A A.

ALL STORES MON -SAT
9.30 AM - 630 PM

ir E3i)
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The softball team’s three freshman pitchers
are ready, willing, armed and loaded. . .

By Michelle Lau
Spartan Dady Staff Wnter

Rlthough batters may get
their glory with home runs
and runs batted in, without
skilled pitchers, victories don’t
just happen.
Lucky for SJSU softball, the
Spartans are well equipped with
three young pitchers, all of whom
are freshmen. But despite their
age, pitchers Dena Pitts, Corina
Lilly and Amy Phillips are working
hard to pull their weight.
"Bringing in three freshmen
was a huge risk to face the kind
of competition we are up against.
Not a lot of freshmen usually
have this opportunity," softball
coach Debbie Nelson said. But
when recruiting these three topnotch pitchers, Nelson ignored
the risk, only to seize the jackpot.
"All three are a foundation for
the team. They proved early on
that they were great ball players,"
she said.
Dena Pitts
Living in a Nevada Native
American reservation called
Dresslenille, I9-year-old Dena
Pius, who is half Washoe and half
Paiute, may have never realized
how far her fastball would take her.
"I never heard of San Jose
State before," she said. That is
until Coach Nelson opened the
the doors that would
doors
lead Pitts to the Spartan mound.
For Pius, softball has been a
that
family tradition a game

she has been around all her life.
But, it wasn’t until Pius was nine
years old when she really began to
take hold of the sport.
As a resident of Washburn
Hall, Pius said that her first year
at SJSU has been a learning year.
"I’ve been learning everything
from pitching new pitches, hitting spots and learning the mental aspects of the game. It’s all
pretty new to me," she said.
Pius, the No. 8-ranked pitcher
in the Big West, sports a 2.11
ERA (152.33 innings) and a 9-13
record. She has 62 strikeouts and
one shutout.
Since Pius has never played in
front of such large crowds, she said
it is often hard to mentally focus
before a game. In addition, she is
the first in her family to attend a
four-year Division-I school.
"There’s not anyone who has
left the reservation with a scholarship," she said. ’They all follow
what I do and they all supported
me in high school. There s a lot of
young kids who look up to me. So,
I feel a lot of pressure that I have
to do well and set an example for
them."
A graduate of Douglas High
School, where Pitts starred as a
pitcher for four years, she was honored as an All-State Player of the
Year during her last three years
and was an All-Conference Team
and All-State selection four times.
But as any freshman has experienced, college requires adjustment

"In high school,! used to just
be able to throw hard," Pitts said.
It didn’t matter where I threw it
or how I threw it. I could just
strike everybody out. Here, I
can’t strike everybody out
because there are so many good
hitters that I had to start working
on hitting my spots. Every pitch
has a purpose here. That took a
long time for me to get used to."
"It was hard from being the best
in high school to having to start
over with such good competition."
Despite getting off to a pretty
good start, Pitts takes a modest
approach toward her success.
"I don’t pay attention to that
kind of stuff," she said. "It’s bad
luck to think about it. It’s good,
but if you’re in a game and you
have a no hitter going, if you think
about it (success) too much, then
it’s going to go bad and someone s going to get a hit."
Nelson called Pitts a "doer."
"Dena is like a box of dynamite. She looks quiet, reserved
and calm with a good composure. But when you open the
box, she’s awesome," Nelson
said, referring to Pitts’ potential.
Corina Lilly
When it comes to a softball
resume of honors and awards,
Corina Lilly has more than just a
few credits to her name. She has
a long list
For four years at Norte Vista
High School in Riverside, she
pitched for the varsity team. A

Imagine Getting
Quality PC Service
At Student Prices.
Get 25% off labor or a free box of
diskettes on your first visit
Bring in this ad for a special offer
on top-notch Mac or PC service
from your local SERVICenter.
On your first visit, get 25%
off laboror a free box of
disketteson anything
from repairs to a
system wellcheck to
a memory upgrade.
It’s all backed by
Digital, with fast
turnaround for all
kinds and brands of
’IA’

acsn

a,

PC products, printers,
and related peripherals. So bring in
your equipment to us for a repair, a
wellcheck, or even just a question.
What could be smarter than great
service at great prices?

(servicenter)TM
eZ12 E Caribbean Drive, Sunnyvale, (403) 7474781
San Jose Slate Bookstore Ororrof1)

NP011,411.111Clamommlocr ’ MIN
I/ MOW F Ourenr,
eV
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From left to right. Spartan freshmen Corina Lilly, Dena Pitts and Amy Phillips are the softball team’s starling
pitchers this season. All three garnered numerous awards and honors through their high school careers.
few of her honors included MVP
her last two years, high school
Player of the Year, League MVP
her senior year, three years firstteam All-County and an AllLeague selection four years.
But in her first year as a
human performance major, Lilly
said she is still not satisfied with
her softball performance.
"It’s almost there, but there’s little things that I have got to get
down. I have a lot of work to do
this summer. Other than that, I
think I have established myself
pretty well for the first year," Lilly
said.
Her coach knows all too well
Lilly’s need to be a perfectionist.
"Corina is wry hard on herself,"
Nelson said. "She has come from a
positive, clearly directed family.
And she doesn’t take shortcuts."
At the tender age of six, Lilly
watched her father teach her
older sister the dynamics of softball. But Lilly, who Coach Nelson
described as "a doer not a looker," could not just sit idly by and
watch her older sister play.
"I was supposed to play baseball,
but! didn’t want to play with the
boys," she said. "I wanted to play
with my sister. I was actually too
ung to play on my sister’s team,
but they let me play anyway"
Now Lilly, who has a 2.49 ERA
in 134.67 innings, is no longer a
child, but a 19-year-old young
woman who has blossomed into a
conditioned, strong pitcher and an
asset to the Spartan softball team.
"Corina is a good pitcher,"
Pitts said. "She’s always confident
and never panics. I like how she
pitches. I throw hard, but she
mixes up her balls well and she
stays focused."
With an 11-10 record, 83
strikeouts and six shutouts so far,
Lilly has aspirations of playing on
the 1996 Olympic team in
Atlanta.
Lilly said her father, who
played football and basketball
during his early college years,
serves as her inspiration on and
off the field.
"He never had anybody to

push him to excel at his sport,"
she said. "He always did it on his
own and practiced on his own. I
wonder if I would have put that
time in it if he wasn’t there to help
me. I appreciate all the extra time
he spent pitching with me at 10:30
at night in the wind and cold."
It appears that Lilly puts the
pressure on herself, not her
coach or her father.
"If I didn’t want to do it, I
don’t have to. It’s a different
kind of pressure. They (her
father and her coach) know
what I’m capable of and they
keep pushing me to make sure it
comes out. It’s not a negative
pressure," she said.
One thing is for sure. Lilly said
she never gives up and she doesn’t
let people stand in her way.
Opponents should heed to that
warning, because when Lilly’s on
the mound, she means business.
Amy Phillips
Away from Yuba City, 40 minutes north of Sacramento, Amy
Phillips, a 19-year-old athletic training major, came to SJSU for two
reasons: softball and academics.
Phillips, who was seven years
old, became interested in softball
by watching her older sister play.
Being that she is very close to
her parents, Phillips said her parents are her inspiration.
’They traveled with me everywhere. They know when I get
down on myself. And knowing
that they are always supporting
me, inspires me," she said.
Adjusting to college life,
Phillips finds it difficult to look up
in the softball stands, into the
faces of the crowd and realize that
her parents can’t always be there.
"They’ve never missed a game
up until this year," she said
regretfully.
When Coach Nelson said she
first recruited Phillips, she found
the young freshman to be bighearted, loyal and sincere.
"She is one of the hardest
workers on the team. Amy is a
good, balanced, happier person,
but she stands her ground. As a

_Attention

competitor, she gets better and
better," Coach Nelson said.
Phillips, who lives in Allen Hall,
agrees that despite the adjustment
and hard work, her first year has
been a smashing success.
"I’ve gone a long way. I’ve
grown up a lot," she said.
Ranked No. 6 in the Big West,
Phillips, who has a 2.00 ERA in
73.33 innings, said it feels good
to be in this exceptional position
at such a young stage in her life.
Her ranking in the Big West can
also be attributed to her 8-5
record, 38 strikeouts, one no-hitter and four shutouts.
"I know that I face seniors, so
I feel privileged. Yet I also know
that I’ve worked hard," she said.
She feels that she has earned
her respect on the team, especially with older ball players.
"I don’t know how freshman
are supposed to be treated, but
they treat us with respect, like
we’ve been there with them all
the time," she said.
Although she played varsity
softball all four years in high
school, was named Outstanding
Pitcher all four years and was featured on KCRA Channel 3 in
Sacramento as Player of the
Week, Phillips admits that early
on at SJSU she struggled with
pitching and adjusting.
"Practice is a lot tougher than
high school," she said. "There’s
really no breaks. You’re running
all the time, hitting, pitching and
fielding. For one the pitching
mound is three feet back. The
ball is harder and there’s a lot of
conditioning," she said.
Overall, Coach Nelson defines
these three as the hidden
weapons of the Spartan softball
team. She even goes as far as to
call them the three best collegiate pitchers in the country. But
this is just the beginning. After
all, Dena Pius, Corina Lilly and
Amy Phillips have more than just
a few years ahead of them. If this
is how they’re doing now, the
Spartan softball team-has a victorious road ahead of them.

raduates!

Banner Blue Software Has Career Opportunities in Our
Technical Support and Quality Assurance Departments
Challenging Positions in Technical Support
and Quality Assurance
Banner Blue is seeking recent or prospective graduates to apply for challenging positions in Technical Support and Quality Assurance. The ideal candidates have top-notch communication and problem solving skills, strong familiarity with DOS and
Windows, and knowledge of common software applications.

was founded in 1984 by Kenneth L. Hess. Today,
Banner Blue has a diversified product line and an
installed base of over 750,000 users. Most recently, Microsoft Corporation teamed up with
Banner Blue to develop a new productMicrosoft
Organization Chart. Based on Org Plus, Banner
Blue’s #1 selling organization chart program,
Microsoft Organization Chart is included as a
standard feature of Power Point 4.0 and Microsoft
Office.

The Positions
TECHNICAL SUPPORT - Do you have a knack
for teaching people about PCs? In this position you
will provide phone support for IBM E’C software
programs, troubleshoot customer problems, test
new software under development, and work on
new product development teams. Working in this
environment is a great way to launch yourself into
product design, technical writing, project management, quality assurance or product marketing.

Beginning Your Career
With about 50 employees, our size promotes a
unified, team-like approach to business. It also
makes Banner Blue an outstanding learning
environment for younger employees. Departmental boundaries are flexible, providing numerous
opportunities for growth, advancement, and a
fantastic business perspectivean experience that
is impossible at many larger corporations.

QUALITY ASSURANCE -You can be a key player
in developing popular software that sells in retail
computer stores. You will ensure quality by testing new software programs under development, reporting bugs, and creating test matrices and tasks.
Interested and qualified applicants can also write
automated testing programs in C or Microsoft Test.

At Banner Blue, you will experience all the
advantages of a small company, with few of the
risks. We have been profitable every year of our
existence. We hire skilled, motivated people, and
we keep that talent by training and promoting
from within. Banner Blue’s salaries are competitive, and our benefits outstanding.

Banner Blue at a Glance
Banner Blue Software develops and markets
unique software products for IBM and Macintosh
personal computers. We aim to be the leader in
every market category we enter. The company

Send resume and cover letter
(required) to:
Banner Blue Software
Attention: Recruiting Coordinator
39500 Stevenson Place, Suite 204
Fremont, CA 94539
Fax: 510-794-9152 (E0E)
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Checking out SJSU

TIM ICAOSPARTAN DAILY

to right, Julia Zimmer, Deirdre Somnerlad, Katrina Candiano, and Nancy Morin.

A group of transfer students from DeAnza
College toured SJSU Tuesday including, from left

Sharks chomp ’Wings 64
SAN JOSE, (AP) Johan
GarpenTov’s decisive goal with
8:08 gone in the filial period
Tuesday night gave the San Jose
Sharks a 6-4 victory over the
Detroit Red Wings and a 3-2 lead
in their NHL playoff series.
The Western Conference
series shifts to Detroit for Game
6 on Thursday with the Red
Wings, the conference’s topseeded team, facing elimination
on their home ice.
Sergei Makarov scored twice
for the Sharks, giving him five
playoff goals. Red Wings
defenseman Nicklas Lidstrom
also had two goals, both in the
third period.
After the Red Wings closed to
4-3 on Lidstrom’s shorthanded
goal, his second, with 6:44 gone,
Garpenlov scored what proved
to be the game-winner. He
scored his first playoff goal on a
1 -on-1 break, shooting over
Detroit’s Steve Chia.sson, who fell

and lost his stick, and a deked
Bob Essensa at 8:08.
Lidstrom scored again with
4:38 remaining in the game, firing a slap shot from the point
that rebounded into the net off
San Jose defenseman Jeff Norton’s skate. Less than a minute
later, the Sharks struck again,
scoring on Bob Errey’s shot
between Essensa’s pads.
San Jose goalie Arturs Irbe
held on after that. He faced 35
shots, saving 31. Detroit outshot
the Sharks 35-21.
Ulf Dahlen gave San Jose a 42 lead 2:08 into the final period,
stealing the puck from Slava
Kozlov in the neutral zone and
firing a 35-foot slap shot past
Detroit goalie Bob Essensa.
Makarov broke a 2-2 tie with
1:15 left in the second period.
Igor Larionov, who had three
assists, brought the puck across
the blue line deep into Detroit’s
zone, then dumped it back to

A
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Makarov, who skated in and
wristed a shot over Essensa’s
right kg.
Essensa, who hadn’t played
since giving up five goals in
Game 1, saved 15 of 19 shots
after taking over for rookie Chris
Osgood in the first period.
But Detroit’s chief problem
was its power play. The Red
Wings entered the game scoreless in its last eight opportunities
and %VIII 41-for-6.
( )s4( gl started the game but
lamed fewer than nine minutes,
getting yanked for ils.sensa after
the Sharks scored two early
goals.
San Jose converted its first
shot of the game, taking a 1-0
lead on the power play on
Makarov’s fourth goal. Makarov
took the puck off the stick of
Vladimir Konstantinov in the
crease and slipped the puck
underneath Osgood’s right leg
2:47 into the game.

L
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SACRAMENT( )
Businessgroupspi ii Ii
day to wage a massive canapaigit
to defeat a state-rill, 11111Vri,;11
plan th.c
to make California’s .\,,,111
her
"This hair-brained scheme
will devastate the Callifoi
economy, cause a rush of /
panics to leave California
will crush our flag 1k reco;,/ :
like a brick ott a teacup.tended Martyn Hi )pper. slat/
director for the National Fedetation of Independent Businesses.
"I can assure you small business will pull out every stop to
defeat this drat( alkyl) meastif
The initiative’s Stipp aicrti,
disputing opponents’ /laims /if
economic
devastation,
announced they were turning in
more than a million signatures.
They need valid signatures of at
least 677,554 registered yxners to
make the Nov. 8 ballot.
"We have enough signal’ a
to qualify," said Howard welts
of the Congress of California
Seniors, part of the coalitioii,
Iconsumer, labor and senica
zens groups backing the pmposal.
"This is really a minor miracle," added Owens, saying that
signature gathering took less
than 90 days.
If approved by voters, the initiative would set up a state
health care system headed by .111
elected commissioner. The te.iti
iniSSIOiler Math’ negotiate ILI\

it health care- providei s
to WWI care for California’s III
million residents,
The pi ogram would (
inpatient and outpatient II,
!tient, Mental health care. I,
term care, prescription di ieh;,-.;
vision care and sonic denial
care.
Patients / / add / boost: theii
own iii, ii and put / hase :Oda
tional IIIIS.th insurance.
’Mc plan 151 uhf be financed
by state and 1,dei al funding
’II
(
ctJtr(’ittlIIiIII.Il
eldetb and
roll tax that w/ tilul SITS it ’alai
ing on the mimbei flmpl/IS
ees, an income lax surcharge
that would range bout 2.5 per
cent to 5 percent lot the wealthiest, a $1 -per-pack I garene tax
and a minimum ammal payment tin- people with no taxabie
111(1 ime.
It would also pi male
care for 6 million ( .11111
not covered by private IltsIIt.IIt1
or current gmernmeni pH/
grams.

4111.3.0,
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SHOWING
AND OTHER EVENTS. PHONE (408) 924-6261
SEASON PASSES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS BUSINESS OFFICE.
STUDENT UNION, OR ANY SHOW NIGHT
THE SPRING SEASON IS PRESENTED BY
THE AS.SCSIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD

COMING

Apply now. Deadline 4/28

MRS. DOUBTFIRE
eic.
Ats!untied

Join the Associated Students Program Board
and bring concerts, speakers, performing arts,
film, video, and other exciting events to SJSU!

by

SOON:
MAY. 4TH

Aisocialeci

Tam
Students
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mARviit a’s
ENSEMBLE OF ACTORS
led hliwri Flanks And
Denzel Washim:ton:

WEDNESDAY NITE CINEMA

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Business
groups vow
to defeat
state health
plan
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jobs available
All positions available
for Fall semester

Past shows
Primus
U2
Sinbad
Strunz & Farah
Geraldo Rivera

1 0 0%
UV protection
1 0 0 %
versatile

Executive Director
Forums
Promotions
Advertising
Campus Organizations Prog
Upcoming shows
Film & Video
Annual Fountain Blues 4/24
Performing Arts
Edward James Olmos 5/3
Multicultural Events
Karen Finley 5/19
Concerts
an application in our office, Rm. 350 Student Union.
for more information call 924-6339
funded by the associated students
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Errant pitch
sends Padre
players to jail

Allergies: Seeking relief from Spring’s allergens
From page 1
and affect more people.
Several treatments are available to allergy sufferers, one being over-the-counter antihistamines and decongestants.
Unfortunately, drowsiness is a frequent side
effect
Rodenbaugh provides skin "scratch" tests to
determine the allergen causing a student’s hay
fever.
Prickly pads containing allergens are placed
on a patient’s back.
If an inflammation occurs, the patient is
treated with shots of serum that gradually build
the body’s tolerance toward that particular allergen.
Both the skin tests and shots are free to
students who paid the health fee.
In comparison, the Samaritan Asthma
& Allergy Center in Los Gatos charges $4.50
for each of the 101 scratches and $18 for each
shot.
The shots are weekly at first, moving up to
once a month for three or four years.
The students who begin treatment
this semester won’t find relief until the

following spring. according to Rodenbaugh,
adding that 50 students currently get the senun
shots.
Meanwhile, cortisone nose inhalers provide
temporary relief by reducing inflammation in
the nasal passages.
According to Rodenbaugh, the tendency
to become allergic is inherited.
Sophomore Tiffany Pritchard, who
suffers from allergies year-round, inherited
hay fever from her mother.
Unfortunately, cortisone inhalers didn’t help
her condition and she has little faith its serum
shots.
"My mom and brother both took
them and didn’t get any better," Pritchard
said, who buys over-the-counter antihistamines when her allergies really get bad.
Rodenbaugh said he hopes patients have no
more problems once they’re through with their
shots, but occasionally allergies recur.
Hyposensitization, as the process is called, is
effective with 80 percent of patients.
Students interested in seeing Rodenbaugh
can make an appointment in the Health building at Student Health Services.
MARTIN GEESPARTAN DAILY

Make a Difference at SJSU.

Student Specials Like Never Before!
Katie Blooms wants to thank SJSU students with...

Student ...
Happy Hour & Party Nights
Mon. - Thur. 8 - 10 pm
Every Tues. & Wed.
Drink Specials
1/2 off all food.
Show student I.D.

Contests
Beer Specials
A
chance
to win airline
+
tickets for two anywhere in
the world.

Katie Blooms

Irish Pub

"where the poets meet"

Campus Vie*i) GT
Rapper pleads no
contest, gets two years
LOS ANGELES (AP)
"Beastie Boys" rapper Adam
Horovitz pleaded no contest
to beating a "Hard Copy" 1V
cameraman during a memorial service for actor River
Phoenix.
Horovitz, 27, entered
the
plea
Tuesday in
Municipal Court to a
single misdemeanor battery
charge.
He was sentenced to
two
years
probation,
fined $200, ordered to perform 200 hours of community service and told to make
restitution to Herbert Goebert.
Prosecutors said Horovitz
and an unidentified man

beat Goebert on Nov. 2 when
he refused to give them
videotape of people arriving
at a memorial service for
Phoenix, who died of a drug
overdose.
The service was held
across the street from
Horovitz’s Mount Olympus home, said Deputy District Attorney Theodore
Loewen.
Horovitz’s
attorney,
Howard Price, said Goebert
was trespassing at the service.
Horovitz and two others
formed "The Beastie Boys"
in the early 1980s. Their
1987 album was the first rap
album to reach the top of
U.S. charts

SPARTAN DAILY

NEW YORK (AP) A pair of San
Diego Padres players arrested after
allegedly propositioning two undercover policewomen on a Manhattan
street corner pleaded innocent to soliciting a prostitute.
Pitcher Scott Sanders and starting
outfielder Derek Bell, in town for
a Tuesday night game againt the
New York Mets, were arrested around
2 a.m. that day on a misdemeanor
charge of patronizing a prostitute,
police said.
Their lawyer, Arthur Nealois, said,
"There was no sex, no money
exchanged hands, there’s only allegations."
Sanders and Bell, who was wearing
the World Series championship
ring he won with the Toronto Blue
Jays, aepeared "shocked and bewildered, after their arrest, said Capt.
Michael O’Neill of the Public Morals
Unit.
"They told me they were baseball
players and I told them they were
under arrest," the captain said.
Bell apologized to San Diego fans
Tuesday night, saying, "We were at the
wrong place at the wrong time. Any
time you’re in New York, you’re in the
wrong place. We want to represent the
team in the right way. We were wrong."
The players turned down a deal
where they would have had to plead
guilty to a reduced charge of disorderly conduct, do one day of community
service, spend a day in a health seminar and pay $45 in fees and fines.
They were released on their own
recognizance and are due back in
court June 17.
Most of the other suspects picked
up in the anti-prostitution sweep that
netted the players took the plea bargain, which is offered to first-time
offenders.
During the game, Sanders pitched 1
2-3 innings for his first professional
career save in the Padres’ 6-3 victory
over the Mets. Bell, who was in uniform, didn’t play.

on the First St side of the Pavilion
150 S. 1st Street

Ecuadoran
frogs hold
potential
medical
breakthrough

JET HI RENTIILS

GRADUATING SENIORS...
IT’S TIME To DISCOVER
THE DECATHLON DIFFERENCE.
Now Is The Time To Join
The Silicon Valley’s Premier Club
For Professional Men & Women
+ Special Introductory
Athletic Membership
For New Graduates
Elegant Graduation
Parties
Outstanding Career
Networking
0 pprtunjties

as low as $90 per day!
Trailer to any lake
Anyone can ride
Discount with this ad
IN Geier. Anderson,
Shasta or anywhere
there’s water

II

- MOTORSPORT
408 993 1212
EXCLUSIVELY FOR SJSU
STUDENTS & FACULTY!
Gregory M.
O’Connor, D.D.S.
Family Dentistry
Private Practice

SESU Graduate, 1970,
BA Biochemistry
’Member of the Spartan Foundation

242 La Pala Dr, San Jose
258-5054
McKee IL
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Attention Graduates:
Proudly display your
diploma with a full
color lithograph of
an original artist’s
rendition of

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY

408/736-3Z37
3250 CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051

University Art is offering this unique,
completely framed and matted art piece for
Only $7900 (16 x 20 framed)
They can be purchased at the

Spartan Bookstore
or call

Unlvralty Art 1-800-892-3325

The
LOS ANGELES (AP)
skin of a brightly colored
Ecuadoran frog holds a powerful painkiller that works without
the addictive side effect of narlike
morphine,
cotics
researchers have found.
Low doses of epibatidine are
more potent than morphine in
blocking pain in mice, said Dr.
Barbara Radio and Dr. John
Daly, both of the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Md.
Their research is still far from
showing whether the compound might work as effectively
in humans.
Working with mice at the
Laboratory of Bioorgan ic
Chemistry at the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive
and Kidney Diseases, they found
that the extract from the frog
Epipedobates tricolor takes a
different path than opioid
painkillers like morphine, an
effective but habit-forming narcotic.
Instead of attaching to opiate
receptors in the brain, the frog
skin extract binds to receptors
for nicotine and nicotine-like
compounds that also deaden
pain, Radio and Daly found.
"In a way it was something
unexpected," Radio said Tuesday.
Morphine belongs to a group
of powerful narcotics processed
from the seeds of the opium
poppy. All work by blocking
pain signals in the brain and
spinal cord. They include heroin, which has no legal medical
use.
Morphine, the least expensive and most widely used,
numbs the severe pain of
surgery, serious injury and diseases like cancer.
Their study is among 6,000
scientific papers being presented this week at the Experimental Biology ’94 meeting in Anaheim, Calif.
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Bookstore: profits used for improvements Oxnard police car chase
From page I
will be spent for improvements
any person. Any profit has to go to the university. It also detertoward the school or Spartan mines if students are provided
Shops.
with effective services and makes
Spartan Bookstore’s net profit recommendations for improvefor the ’92-93 fiscal year was ments to be made within Spar$164,076. Net profit is money tan Shops.
left over after expenses have
He added that the Board of
been paid. According to Duval, Directors has the "final word" for
this money is turned over to the decisions regarding distribution
Spartan Shops Board of Direc- of the net profits.
tors who determine where the
Sometimes employees are
profit will be spent.
asked to make sacrifices ensurAccording to Venkat Memula, ing Spartan Shops breaks even.
vice president of the Spartan
Memula said managers of the
Shops Board of Directors, 1 per- various divisions of Spartan
cent of the profit is required to Shops such as the Dining
go into a reserve fund for future Commons, The Spartan Pub
use. The reserve money goes to and espresso encounter were
remodeling and renovations.
asked to take a 5 percent pay cut
Memula said that in 1993, the last year. However, the shops did
Board of Directors elected to use make a profit and the managers
the money toward renovating were paid the 5 percent.
the Old Cafeteria Building.
The majority of the Spartan
"Spartan Shops wants to build Bookstore s sales comes from
a fast-food chain. We’re saving textbook and computer sales.
money for that. We also bought The Bookstore estimated sales of
a warehouse off campus to store new and used books at $3.8 milbooks," he said.
lion and computer sales at $3.5
Spartan Shops is a private million. Actual sales figures for
entity, which means it is not the ’92-93 fiscal year were
funded by the state. It reports to unavailable.
the Spartan Shops Board of
According to Sur, textbooks
Directors.
are marked up 25 percent every
Memula said the Board of year. He said five or six years ago,
Directors approves
"large the markup was 20 percent
amounts of money" from the
Only three colleges and uniSpartan Shops net profit, that versities listed on the "Spartan

Shops Facts and Information
Sheet" markup their textbook
prices less than 25 percent West
Valley College in Saratoga, Mission College in Santa Clara, and
UC Berkeley use a 22 percent
markup. Most of the schools on
the sheet use a 25 percent
markup, such as Cabrillo College in Aptos, Stanford University, and San Jose City College.
Sur said one reason for the
increase in markup is that the
cost of handling textbooks has
risen. Another factor is the
enrollment decline.
A more common problem,
Sur said, is the shortage or overabundance of textbooks ordered
by professors each semester. He
said when professors order textbooks, the Bookstore fills 100
percent of the order. However,
professors do not always order
the correct amount. The Bookstore must then either pay for
new books, because wholesalers
run out of used books, or suffer
from an overabundance of
books that are not bought.
"The teachers let the classes
over-registered," Sur said.
’Sometimes several classes use
the same book. Students will go
get books from other classes if
the books for their class are
gone. Other students are then
penalized by the shortage."

The Bookstore is at a disadvantage when compared to
Roberts Book Store because
Spartan Bookstore is required to
fill orders completely. Sur said
Roberts can be more choosy
about the books it carries.
According to the "Facts and
Information Sheet," seven colleges are slightly higher than the
"standard" of 25 percent.
Chabot College in Hayward and
Foothill College in I.os Altos
Hills come in the highest with a
28 percent markup.
General merchandise in the
Bookstore has a significantly
higher markup than textbooks
do. ’The markup is 40 to 50 percent, which is pretty standard,"
said Sur of non-textbook items.
He said much of the merchandise is returnable if it is not
sold. Often, SJSU merchandise is
marked down when it isn’t sold
because it can’t be returned and
sold somewhere else.
Sur said many textbooks at
the bookstore remain unsold
each semester. As of January,
according to him, $3 million in
books remained unsold.
"It’s a very expensive way to
handle merchandise," Sur said.
Duval projects gross sales for
the 1993-94 year to be $11.9 million. Total expenses are estimated to be $8.5 million.

ends in shooting death

OXNARD, Calif. (AP) A
rookie police officer fatally shot
a man during a chase that followed a car theft, authorities
said.
Officer Patrick Dolan, who
joined the deparunent time
months ago, killed Alfonso
Bravo, 20, of Los Angeles.
Bravo, who reportedly was
armed, was struck by four bullets
in the back and side, said Ventura County Chief Deputy Coroner
Jim Wingate.
Police said they were investi-

I
I
I

Specials:

SACRAMENTO (AP)
Gov. Pete Wilson wants to spend
as much on prisons as on higher
education next fiscal year, for
the first time in California history, a research group has warned.
By the end of the 1994-95 fiscal year, cost overruns will likely
increase prison spending to
more than the University of
California
California and
State University budgets combined, according to a study
released Tuesday by the Center
on Juvenile and Criminal Justice.
Just over a decade ago, the
state universities’ budgets were
more than twice that of prisons,
according to the private, nonprofit public policy organization.
Prison growth comes at the
expense of essential services
such as education, the center
said.
Wilson "has often called himself the ’education governor,’
but no more. With today’s news,
he takes his place firmly in California history as the ’prisons
governor, " said Vincent Schiraldi, the center’s executive
director.
Sen. Tom Hayden, a Santa
Monica Democrat who is seeking the Democratic nomination
for governor, called the development frightening.

Any Entree

Combination Crispy
Fried Noodles

Won Ton Rice Stick
Soup

Chow Fun

Won Ton Noodle Soup

NEW RING KEE

NOODLE
HOUSE

262 East Santa Clara St.

289-8688
from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

$5 OFF 500 EVERY THURSDAY
120Z BEERS!

Group says
funding for
prisons, higher
education will
be equal

10% off
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Magic Johnson, Sony team up
in inner-city theater venture
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Earvin "Magic" Johnson and
Sony Pictures Entertainment are
teaming up to build and manage a chain of state-of-the-art
movie theaters in inner-city
neighborhoods.
Johnson and Sony executives
said Tuesday that Magic Johnson
Theatres will offer first-run film
in minority communities, filling
Johnson’s long-held goal to
break into the theater business.
"Being that I go all the time
and know so many actors, I just
think it’s a natural," Johnson
said in an interview. "And also,
seeing how great it is businesswise, as a moneymaking venture,
it was just a natural."
Plans call for the first of the
theaters to be a 12-screen complex to be built in the Baldwin
Hills Crenshaw Plaza mall,
southwest of downtown Los
Angeles. The theater is expected
to open sometime next summer.
The announcement came
two days after Johnson finished
his 16-game stint as coach of the

gating whether Bravo fired
at Dolan during the foot
chase.
Dolan, 29, was not injured.
The
shooting
marks
the fourth time in about six
months that Oxnard police officers have been involved in a fatal
shooting.
attorney’s
The
district
office has concluded that
two of the shootings were justified.
A third remains under investigation.

Los Angeles Lakers, a job he did
not want to keep.
Johnson was wrapping up the
deal with Sony when he was
asked to coach the Lakers
through their final games of the
season. Staying on was never a
serious temptation, he said.
"I’ve always wanted to be in
big business," Johnson said. "I
never wanted to be a coach, so
today my excitement level was
like a little child. My excitement
level was never like that about
coaching."
Magic Johnson Theatres will
be managed jointly by Johnson
Development Corporation and
Sony Theatres, a subsidiary of
Sony Pictures Entertainment.
Sony Theatres, which operates
175 theaters in 16 states, handle
day-to-day operations, the companies said.
A management committee
will be formed with representatives from Sony and Johnson
Development, where Johnson is
chairman and chief executive
officer.
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The Associated Students Program Hoard Presents..

dczy a rd fatties 0 /mos
Star of Miami Vice, Stand and Deliver, and Director of American Me

The Associated Students are a student -run governmental organization who’s concern is for your educational, social, cultural. and
’financial opportunities at San Jose State.

I

In an effort to better understand your concerns, we would like
you to tell us, in your own words, what issues and concerns you think
deserve our attention. Fill out the following questionnaire and enclose I
it in a plain envelope (Optional: on the envelope, write your man’ e.
address, phone number, and major). If you need more space to write.
do so on a separate sheet of paper and enclose it along with this
questionnaire.
Drop off your envelope at the "suggestion box" at the Associated,
Students office on top of the Student Union. We will try to address as
imany of your concerns as possible and print our own responses/sudigestions/ideas in the next issue of the Ear. So indicate, in the box
below, whether you would like your name printed or not.
Your suggestions, concerns, ideas, issues, thoughts, grievances

-

I-

"We’re All In The Same Gang"

13.
1

Tuesday May 3rd @ 7:30pm
San Jose State University Mortis Daily Auditorium
Admission: $ 3.00 General / $ 2.00 SJSU Students

I[ ] Yes, you

funded by SJSU Asswastad Sodom

tenS
.

Mexico
Lindo

ificrotrij ;Nous
THE

BAY

KNTA
1430AM

AREA

] No, you may not print my name and major in the

S

may print my name

and

major in

next issue of the Ear

the next issue of the Ear

Signature

BEST

Santa Clara
LE!..L1L.,441.1

’Watch for the next issue of the Ear (Inserted in the
’Spartan Daily) where we will respond to your concerns.
Si
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Homeless: Activists take to the streets in protest
From page
"It will require structural uine people," Young said. "1
soup and fruit donated by the solutions, not an individual really value the type of people
non-profit organization Food solution, but America’s favorite that are here."
Young said this demonstraremedy is ’you nted to pull
Not Bombs.
The organization is commit- yourself up,’ that’s the old tion will be the first time she
ted to non-violent social adage in the American mind- has done anything like this.
"When it is raining and cold,
change through the celebra- set," he said.
They sweep away the home- I shiver. I wish I could do sometion and nurturing of life by
giving out free vegetarian soup less rather than embrace them thing more," Young said.
Bernard Kitchen graduated
and help them," Wagers said.
and fruit.
Six students from Stanford from SJSU in 1982. Kitchen
Scott Wagers, an SJSU graduate and the organizer of the University came to San Jose to said he used to work at Lockheed before he lost his job and
demonstration, is involved with join in the sleep-out
The Stanford Homelessness became homeless.
CI-IA. Wagers thinks the City of
"At first you’re shocked, but
San Jose should do something Action Coalition works out of
Palo Alto with other homeless after a while you become a
about the homeless problem.
’The City has to say we have groups in the Bay Area. The zombie. Pretty soon you get
a homeless problem, it’s a cri- coalition is a group of students comfortable (being homesis. We have to deal with them," and homeless people in Palo less)," Kitchen said. "It ain’t
nice trying to figure out where
Alto.
Wagers said.
Aron Dube is a Stanford you’re going to sleep at."
Wagers believes the poor are
Kitchen is no longer homeleft out of the equation and junior. He is involved in the
that people are not homeless Stanford Homelessness Action less. He has his own business
and currently lives in a mobile
by choice. Wagers said San Coalition.
"People get kicked around home. He is involved in the
Jose’s priorities are backwards
and that they need to start sub- everyday. Homeless people by CHA, Student Homeless
law are not allowed to sleep on Alliance and The Voice of the
sidizing the poor.
Wagers said he feels the any property legally," Dube Homeless.
a crime to be home"They try to make this (San
homeless problem can be said.’
solved by putting money into less and yet our society has def- Jose) the headquarters of the
initely not put in the resources rich and the capitalists," said
affordable housing for all.
Frank Prince Edward III, a rep"Homelesness will escalate to remedy the problem."
Another volunteer partaking resentative of the Voice of the
even more as students get out
of college because there’s no in the demonstration was Emily Homeless.
’The American dream is no
decent paying jobs," Wagers Young. Young is a volunteer for
the Peace Center and Acts For more. We live in a false and
said.
Often times people blame the Homeless. As a volunteer plastic world," Edwards said.
the homeless but the truth is for her church, Young has "We can shift all the blame but
that structural problems such been involved in activism for the blame goes where it’s supposed to be on the politias the economy, the loss ofjobs the past six years.
"I feel it’s a privilege to see cians and the voters of this
and the cost of housing can
cause homelessness, Wagers what they have to go through country."
and I find them to be very gensaid.

TIM KAO -SPARTAN DAILY

SJSU philosophy major Steve Naumchik supported the
homeless by camping out with them Monday night.

L.4I ,hnon

workload just got
a little li ter.

Reno man gets
45 years in DUI
death of wellknown Carson
lawyer
Dwight Joos was
RENO (AP)
sentenced Tuesday to 45 years in
prison on felony drunken driving
charges filed after a wreck in which
prominent Carson City lawyer Gary
Owen and another man were killed.
Washoe District Judge Deborah
Agosti imposed the sentence onloos,
27, who pleaded guilty to two counts
of felony DUI causing death and one
count of DUI causing substantial bodily harm. He also was fined $6,000.
Owen, 49, and Erran Skelton, 20,
of Incline Village, were killed in the 2car wreck Feb. 4 on U.S. 395 in Pleasant Valley, south of Reno. Owen’s
wife, Elaine, 48, VMS badly injured in
the wreck, and Joos suffered a broken
jaw, wrist and leg.
Investigators said Joos was traveling
at up to 100 miles per hour when his
car went into a 500-foot skid and
rammed into Owen’s car. His bloodalcohol count was 0.2 or higher
more than double the 0.1 count
which is considered drunk
Deputy District Attorney Roger
Whomes said Joos could have been
sentenced to as much as 60 years in
prison. He added that under Nevada’s
sentencing laws, Joos might come up
for a parole in about 15 years.
Owen represented the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency over the
past 21 years. He had been the
agency’s only lawyer, and later became
its main outside counsel.

The San Jose Museum of Art was the location of
the camp out for the homeless and their supporters.
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Catholic priest found murdered,
San Diego police investigating
SAN DIEGO (AP) Monsignor Louis A. Gutierrez had a
special calling to teach children
about God. On Tuesday, he was
shot in the head, murdered by
an unknown intruder in a motel
room, police said.
Gutierrez would have celebrated his 30th anniversary as a
Catholic priest this Saturday.
"He brought a great measure
of Christ’s love to all whom he

served so generously and faithfully," said Cardinal Roger
Mahony in Los Angeles. The two
had been at seminary together.
Gutierrez, 61, was a member
of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
In the 1960s and 1970s he
taught children at St. Paul High
School in Santa Fe Springs and
Santa Clara High School in
Oxnard.

Problem Skin? We can help.
Free

Consultation with this Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast ResultsNo Drugs
Affordable

408-257-5481
La Rose Skin Care
Before

Cupertino Medical & Professional
Center
10311 S. De Anza Blvd. #4

After
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Eighth Annual

Introduction to
Law School
"An exciting opportunity to get a sneak preview of law school."
1990 participant Harlan Woodring
Considering applying to law school? About to enter law school? Or
do you want to learn more about lawyers and the American legal
system? This three-week program provider an inside look at what
lawyers do and what law school is really like. You’ll learn study and
exam techniques, lawycring skills and substantive law, and receive
information on admissions, careers and law school life.
Day and evening classes available
Enrollment is limited
All classes taught by full-time law faculty
Registration deadline: June 10
Cost including books and materials: $485

At 4.5 lbs., Canon’s Typestar’m 10 and 220 may

ri he lightweight, hut they’re heavyweights in

the world of portable typewriters.
They print crisp, clean characters sure to
impress the most demanding professors.
And they have automatic features
like word and character delete,
underlining and centering to make
it easier to create better looking
papers. On the Typestar 220, there’s
ripear IS

even a built-in spell checker/corrector so you don’t
have to drag along a dictionary.
What’s more, their non-impact printing lets
you take them to quiet places such as the library.
And because they can also run on batteries, you
can even take them to the park.
To find out where you can
pick up a Typestar personal
typewriter of your own, call
Typestar 220
1 -800-4321 -HOP.

For more information rail
415/442-66C0 or return this
coupon for a free catalog to:
Law Admissions
Golden Gate University
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Name
Address
City, State
Phone

Accredited by the American Bo Anociation old the Aisociation of American Law Scboolt
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World Events

Wednesday. April St

1,180-mile flight to Nagoya.
Another witness told NHK
the plane hit nose-first near the
start of the runway and appeared
not to have had its landing gear
down. Three explosions followed and the plane erupted in
flames, he added.
Airport officials said they
could not confirm if the landing
gear was down, or give any information on the crash’s likely
cause.
Hours after the crash, about
3,000 police, firemen and troops
were cautiously lifting wreckage
with cranes and searching by
hand for bodies.
"When I got to the plane, it
looked so bad that I thought
everyone must have died. But
then I heard a woman calling in
pain for help and I called for a
stretcher and we rescued her,"
said Takahide Miyagi, an assistant fire chief.
T3lane crashed several
hundredto th e right of the
runway. garCilsit gone 200 yards
more straight ahead, it would
have hit a housing area.
The jet ended up just short of
hangars of an Air Self-Defense
Forces base at the airport. The
airmen’s quick response was
credited with saving lives.

Black South Africans vote for the first time in 342 years
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) -Black South
Africans made history Tuesday, voting by the tens of thousands to take control of their
country for the first time since
whites arrived 342 years ago.
Refusing to be cowed by a
wave of deadly bombings, the

elderly and infirm came in
droves from squatter settlements
and thatched villages to mark a
simple cross on a piece of paper.
Some literally crawled and others were pushed to the polls in
wheelbarrows. Many broke down
in tears after making their mark.
"We need freedom," said 72-

Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clan for products or
services advertised below not le
there any guarantee knplied. The
clessified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and oflerings are not approved of
verified by the newspaper.

COUNTER HELP
F/T, P/T, flex hrs. Work between
classes. Sense of humor & big
smile required. Next to campus!
PIZZA A GO GO
117 E. Sari Carlos.

13

Somber memorials
mark Chernobyl’s
eighth anniversary

Plane crash in Japan kills 261
ElNAGOYA, Japan (AP) A Taiwanese jet apparently trying to abort a landing
crashed, exploded and burned
beside an airport runway Tuesday night, killing 261 people.
Ten people survived.
Minutes before the crash,
pilot Wang Lo-chi radioed that
he would abandon his landing
attempt and try again, a Transport Ministry official said. The
pilot gave no reason.
In his last tranmisaion, he said
only: ’Going around."
A survivor identified as Sylvanie Detonio of the Philippines
was quoted by Fuji TV as saying
passengers had no warning the
plane was in trouble.
Flight 140 carried 256 passengers, Including two infants, and
15 crew, bound from Taipei, Taiwan, to Nagoya.
A witness interviewed on the
Japan Broadcasting Corp.
(NHK) said the plane failed in
an attempt to pull back up just
before landing.
The right wing touched the
ground just before the crash,
Chang Tai-hsih, chief of the
China Airlines branch in Japan,
told reporters Chang and others
discounted reports of engine
trouble in Taipei before the

1994

year-old Florence Ndimangele,
voting with other elderly people
near Cape Town. "We are tired of
being slaves.’
Despite late-arriving ballots
and lines so long in some places
that people collapsed, the mood
among blacks casting the first
vote of their lives was jubilant.

ElKIEV, Ukraine (AP) Eight years after the
world’s worst nudear accident, the horrors of living on
Chernobyl’s doorstep show few
signs of abating.
As victims were mourned in
Moscow and elsewhere Tuesday
on the anniversary of the 1986
catastrophe, many Ukrainians
still battle Chernobyl-related
health problems or live with
fears that disaster could strike
again.
An explosion in Unit 4 of the
plant
power
four-reactor
released a huge cloud of
radioactive material on April 26,
1986.
At least 32 people were
reported killed in the immediate
aftermath of the explosion and
fire. But scientists and doctors
have long said the actual death
toll was in the thousands.
The explosion haunts Kiev,
the Ukrainian capital, 50 miles
downstream from the Chernobyl plant, and its population
of 3 million.
About 250 people attended a
memorial service outside the
Chernobyl museum in Kiev on
Tuesday.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
NOW HIRING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Reps, PT and FT. for the Spring
and Summer. In Downtown Palo
Alto. Good phone skills, organized,
friendly, and hard working a must.
Please call 1/800-392-1386 for
more info.

SPARTAN SHOPS INC. Catering
Department is hiring. Catering RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
summer! Summer management
assistants are needed for an
ANNOUNCEMENTS on-call basis. We have hours
intemships available with
Student Works Painting.
available 7 days a week, 24 hours
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH? a day. Wait experience helpful but
For info call 1-806295-9675
Are you tired of feeling broke after not essential. Come "PARTY with
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF us. Call Jay at 924-1753.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers
Earn up to $8,00a+ it two months.
students discounted long-distance SEEKING PART TIME COMPUTER Room & board! Transportation!
service. Easily cut your telephone & clerical clerk (some phone). Male/Female. No experience
costs by more than 30% & save Exper w/ WORD & EXCEL. Good necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext.
money. Send $5.00 & SASE for wpfs. $5.50/hr. Downtown Si. A6041.
info packet & start saving now: Call Than @947-2207.
Savings Of Consumer Resources
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. Box 21345. San Jose, GET PAO& HAVE FUN in the sum Many positions. Great benefits.
CA 95151.
YMCA needs enthusiastic camp Call 1-800-4.36-4365 ext. P.3310.
leaders to work with youth in
1.00% PURE ADRENALINE 111111 South Si. June 20- Sept 3. MonExperience the thnll of free falling Fri., 40 hrs/wk. $170.-5240. wk.
Certain advertisements In
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s Call 226-9622 for more info.
these columns may refer
only skydiving center. Come join us
the reader to specific
for a tandem jump and enjoy your UFEGUARDS NEEDED at Almaden
telephone nurnbers or
first skydive with only 45 minutes Lake Park now! Looking for
addressee for additional
of training. For the bye thrill seek- athletic and experienced guards.
Information. Classified
er, try an accelerated freefall Starting $7.50/hr. Call 277-5130
readers should be remind
course and find yourself on the for info. Apply by May 6.
ed that, when making
fastest road to becoming a
these hither contacts,
coddled skydiver, starting with a sir CPA CANDIDATES Accounting
they should require comhour class and a mile long freefall firm offers 12 hours per week
plete information before
the same day. Videos of your jump during school. Will train. Fr/So
sending money for goods
also available. Owned and operat- status only. Good language.
ci senAces. In addition,
ed by SJSU students and grads. 371-7445.8- 10 am only.
readers should carehrity
For more info call (510)634-7575.
Investigate
firms offertng
SANDWICH MAILERS start $7.00
empioyrneM
per hr. Days till 3pm., Tue, Wed.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
listings or coupons for
Office visits and x-rays no charge. Thur. Fri. Apply at 848 N. First St.
amount vacations or
San Jose, between 2:00-3:00pm.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
merchandise.
Enroll now!
ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part
For brochure see 0.S. Office or
time to assist CPA with ongoing
call (800)655-3225.
project in Fremont. General
MODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES. office knowledge helpful. CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
Local agent seeks fresh talent. (510) 256-7930.
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
Nationwide exposure possible.
& full-time employment available.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Call 249-9737 or FM 2461233.
No experience necessary. Call
Security guards/patrol officers
shifts.
1-2066340468 ext. C6041.
Full-time/Part-time.
All
LOSE UP TO 15 POUNDS IN 15
Apply Mon.-Fri. Sam-6pm.
days. 1006 Astral 100% goateed.
Jose.
555D Meridian Ave. San
15750/WK. ALASKA FISHERIES
For free color brochure call
this summer. Maritime Services
(408) 2864880.
1-800-672-0135.
1401881100219.
AMAZING THIGH CREAM. 100% CLERICAL/ PACKAGING, Small
natural. For free color brochure, software co. Part-time, flex hrs, AA CRUISESTRAVEL Employment
close to campus. Good comm. Guide. Earn big $$$ + travel the
call 1-800-672-0135.
skills, computer knowledge. Prefer world free! (Caribbean, Europe.
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
freshman/soph. Call 298-0828.
summer seasons approaching.
WANTED
CAREER MINDED. Environmental Free student travel club memberNEED EXPERIENCED SOCCER Co. seeks outgoing career oriented ship! Cal (919)929-4398 at C181
player for women’s team. For more individuals to help managed sales
info. call Cynthia: 408/729-7137. force in Santa Clara. PT/FT. ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
employment. Earn up to $15,000.
Call (415)5984146.
this summer in canneries, processors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
LOOKING FOR A FUN JOB?
VOLUNTEERS
necessary. Room/board/travel
Need painters/marketers.
often provided! Guaranteed sucDOYOU LOVE BABES 8T0ODLERS1
No exp. nee. Must be motivated
cess! (919) 929-4398 ext. A181.
painters start at $6.- 8./hr.
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
Call Steve at (408)631-1583.
FEMALES MODELS for Silicon
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS Valley posters/postcards. Contact
counseling sessions in dovintown Currently hiring for various full & Joe Anthony Silicon Valley
San Jose. Tue. 10em 3pm., Wed. part- time teaching positions for Scenes (408)247-8779.
9em Noon., Thur. 5:30pm - 8pm. preschools & sthoolege programs
(extended day care). ECE units
Call Child Watch at 288-6200.
required for both preschool &
OPPORTUNITIES
school-age programs Of elementary
BE A FRIEND!
for
may
apply
$1000.
POSSIBLE on weekends!
units
education
volunteers
Cadng and friendly
school-age programs only. Experi- Giant Chair Photo Bus. 4 -sale.
needed to help individuals
No
exp
nec.
Complete $2995.00.
posiSubstitute
preferred.
ence
with mental illness become
tions available, flexible schedule Ray 408-978-7457.
Independent! Flexible hours!
school
your
interfere
with
does not
Training and support given.
or study time! Advancement oppor- $ HOME BASED BUSINESS
Gain practical experience for
tunities available with our 20 Home based businesses are
psychology, social work, OT,
schools located throughout the bay growing at an alarming rate.
nursing or related fields.
area. Medical/Dental benefits Cash in on this money making
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526.1288 or 408/287-21321 available for full-time employees. opportunity and get your share
Please call 408/257-7326 to of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate Industry.
discuss your interest &
*No gimmicks*. Learn how you
EMPLOYMENT
can earn as much es $50,000.
SECURTTY $7.00 TO S12.00
Security / Control Center / EMT’s within the next 3 months.
TEACHERS
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
Weekly Pay Checks.
PRE-SCHOOL/ELEM CHILDCARE
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay. for an informational packet, to
Min. 6 ECE units required.
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
Full-time
Part-time.
or
South Vakay Fray YMCA
Sites: ML Idew/Milglas/SJ/S Clara San Jose. CA 95157-0325.
now accepting applications for
Necessary.
experience
No
creative energetic staff
Day shift starts: 6. 7 or 8 am.
to join cm team.
RENTAL HOUSING
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Also need assistant director.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm
Cal 2269622 now.
APARTMENT 7th at Reed. 2 br.
Apply: 8am - 5prn. Mon. -Fri.
I be. Free cable TV, perking. Arai
Vanguard Security Services
DEUVERY EVES 54. Hourly + tips.
6/1. $650/mo. lease. 268-0439.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Many different restaurants. West
Si area. Own car + ins. 369.9401.
INDIO $450. OR 2 TIR APT $ONO.
EARN GREAT MONEY!
For rent at 3rd & San Salvador.
Environmental corn peny
RESTAURANT FOOD SERVERS.
Raft inci’d No smokrg 377-1334.
expending in the Bay Area
Flexible schedules. Apply 2-4, M-F.
with
individuals
motivated
seeks
ChIN’s, 300 WCeleveras. Milpitas.
WALK TO SJSU -GREAT DEAL!!!
good people skills. PT/FT.
Very clean & quiet. 1 br./1 ba.
Training provided.
SKILLS TRAINER to
$550. 2 br./1 ba. $685. Laundry
408.262-1442.
CwOrarttlatiet16 adults. 6 mo exp.
& perking Call (408)486-9485.
86./hour. Rernont 5102260605.

BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
tie the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios.
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES LOOKING
for a trod. 1 t,,ik from campus.
Large 3 br./2 ba. Pool. AC, parking.
$310.00. Call Marty at 279-6026.

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING,
all Subjects. Versatile, expert
service. Fast turnaround. Free FM
delivery. 800-777-7901.

MALE WANTED TO SHARE 2 bdrm.
2 bath apt. near Hamilton & 17.
Private room & bath. Pool. weight
room, covered parking. $435./mo.
Paul 379.2909

WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays. theses, articles. etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510401.9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K

780 S. llth STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrrn./2 ba. $745. -$795. /mo.
FOR SALE
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured SYNCHRONIZED ACTION SKIER.
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable Cross country exercise machine.
IV, Ample parking. Call 2889157. Pro-Form Lifestyle 2000. With time.
speed & distance monitor. XInt
3 BDRM/2 BA APT. 1 block to cond. Like new. $40. /0.8.0.
campus. 50% OFF for May, June Call 227-1145.
and July. Clean. Quiet, Gated
garage. $500./month summer
only. References req. 289-1535.
SERVICES
1920’S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT.
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard.
Financially responsible, clean
Quiet & sober. Single occupancy.
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Mike 292-3239.
SJSU - BIKE TO SCHOOL, 3 Bdrm.
ringalow (2 units n detached thit
rear). large fenced yard, fruit trees.
Only 2 miles from campus in safe.
quiet neighborhood. Homeowner
neighbors. $1.1C0 mo. 1 yr . lease.
287-6302. Evenings 998-5921.
2 Bedroom Apartment $750/mo.
* Security type building
’ Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St
1408) 295-6893’
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas.
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1.750 Stokes St.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows.
miniblinds. new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.

ROOMMATES
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 2
bdrm. condo in Almaden area.
Clean. Dee 927-8050.

LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. #306. SanJose
Tel: 408-971-3661.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for NonGood Drrvers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’ "Family Multicar
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO MARRA F
NO OBUGA11ON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

TRAVEL
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe?
Call for low air fares.
Great low prices for cruises too!
Make your vacation plans now.
Cell Mena 408997.3647.

REAL CHEAP TRAVEIJ
RESUME AND INTERVIEW
Discount air tickets to Europe
services and consultation from
and the Orient. Special London
a member of the business PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
Give yourself a healthy gift
summer fare- $498. R/T.
and employment Community.
Buy now for the summer season.
you can afford. 1 hr session
Starting at $50. Rob Gelphman
Special student fares. Call now!
625.0011
Associates. 451-8420.
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
Swedish or sports massage.
1-800-690-9030.
House calls also. Call Paul at
FREE SERVICES to currently
7364929.
enrolled students. CAREER
CATCH A JETI
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Europe - $269.
offers job listings, job search MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
New York - $1.29.
assistance. job fairs. career PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Call for program description!
counseling, interest testing, Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
AIRHITCH 0 1-806397-1098.
career workshops, and career using chemicals. Let us perma/employer info. Register for the nently remove your unwanted hair.
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13 Back - Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty WORD PROCESSING
acall 924-6033 for details.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 30. WORD PROC: term papers &
CHIROPRACTIC INTERN
looking for patients for college 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. theses. Resumes by forme, rob
621. E. Campbell Ave. #17, recruiter. Very roes. 143-9878
clinic. Sliding scale fee.
Campbell . (40813763506
Lee Oliva: 248-3188.
EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Retired secretary. Let ire do
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
Unwanted hair removed forever.
the typing!! Resumes, term
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
papers. theses. etc. Grad
Specialist. Confidential.
is now accepting students wishing
Your own probe or disposable.
& uridergrad. IBM Computer.
to excel at guitar or bass. All
Laser printer. Fax machine.
levels and styles apply: Beginning,
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
Nortary Public. Appointment
Intermediate, and advanced in
necessary. Call Anna at
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
972-4992
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
408-298-6124.
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CRY
Enhance your natural beauty!
Wordprocess.ng and typing:
AFFORDABLE
Eye Liner - Lips Eyebrows.
All work accepted!! Reports
1994.
LEGAL
Expires June 1st.
Theses Proficient with APA,
4084794500
CLINIC
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
MLA, and Turabian formats;
Attorneys & paralegals
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
Immigration
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.
WP 5 1. Laser printer. Call me
Divorce
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Traffic Problems
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
Personal Injury
INSURANCE
Bankruptcy
20111S PROFESSIONAL Expassica
All Legal Matters
Typing & transcription for ALL your
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUN11
(408) 286-8087
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE needs including COLOR. Copying.
Motorcycie.
Auto.
Jet
Ski.
binding
& FAX available. Pick up
MASSAGE!
23
year
STUDENT
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
old offers healthy, full body
’Alumni’
Timeliness
& satisfaction
Physical Therapy Massage.
serving "Students"
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
guaranteed. Tutoring available
Minorities encouraged too.
Myself: Honest & nice appearance. DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lc? in some subjects. Contact Candi
Call me. (Don) 408.247-3734.
at (40813698614.
Page 552-0885 for callback
from Robert.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check arid storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or virginia 4082510449
CALL MARCIA 2884448
for Word Processing Services
Eat & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Teen Papers.
APA Turslien MLA
Grammar, Punct.. Phrasing
Tables. Graphs. &Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dot Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
Internalonal Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!
TO TYPEI
1 HATE
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let ire do it for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers "Group projects
’Thesis "Letters Applications
Resines "Tape transcription. etc
Nursing/Math/ Science/ Engl ish.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE. 446-5658.

SCHOLARSHIP SERV.
$S BILLIONS available for your
education. a, students qualify!
Free messaget8001666GRAD.
CORPORATE SCHOIARSHIPSIII
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of $$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408.2363747.
$S MONEY FOR COLLEGE $S
$135 million unclaimed!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toll Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8. spaces between words.
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Judge exempts two children,
but rejects statewide order
SACRAMENTO (AP) A
judge exempted two Sacramento
public school students Tuesday
from having to take a statewide
test opposed by some parents
and religious groups.
An attorney for the students’
parents called the decision a
’major, major victory" that
would pave the way for other
parents to withdraw their children from the California Learning Assessment System.
"I’m frankly very excited
about this," said Brad Dacus,
an attorney with the Virginiabased Rutherford Institute,
which sued on behalf of Caron
and Melvin Vaughn and their
children. "It’s very clear that parents’ rights will be respected in
court.’
However, state and local education officials said the temporary restraining order issued by
Sacramento Superior Court
Judge Earl Warren Jr. would
have little impact.
"It means that those two kids
can’t take the test. That’s it," said
Joseph Symkowick, attorney for

the state Department of Education. "Other than that, it means
nothing."
Fourth-, eighth- and 10thgraders throughout the state this
month began taking the CLAS
test, which requires essay answers
to some questions. It replaced
another test which relied mostly
on multiple-choice and true-false
questions.
Some parents, conservative
political groups and religious
organizations
oppose
the
tests, claiming literature portions
of the exam contain passages
that challenge their family values.
Dacus and Steven Wessels,
another attorney for The
Rutherford Institute, sought a
court order blocking the test
statewide without parental consent
However, Warren rejected
their request, saying their complaint didn’t speak for parents
statewide.
"You
just
can’t
impinge on other people’s lives,"
he said.

TURLOCK. Calif. (AP)
Five semifinalist candidates for
the presidency of California
State University, Stanislaus were
announced Tuesday and include
the school’s interim president,
Lee R. Kerschner.
Each of the five three
women and two men will
spend a day at the Turlock
school during the coming week
to meet with faculty, staff, students and members of the cornmunit.

First lady
speaks to
entertainment
industry,
academics on
health care
BEVERLY HILLS, (AP)
First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton got prime-time attention as
she pushed health care reform
to Hollywood insiders.
"For me, this debate goes
beyond the economic arguments and the social justice
ones ... it tells us what kind of
country we are and what kind
we will become," Mrs. Clinton
told the Hollywood Radio &
Television Society Tuesday.
Mrs. Clinton stuck to themes
she has used in months of campaigning for the president’s
health package: Providing comprehensive medical insurance
for all Americans, overhauling
Medicare and Medicaid and
requiring insurance carriers to
drop discriminatory practices
such as caps on lifetime benefits.
"This is an opportunity for us
to finish some unfinished business in this country," the first
lady said.
The Clintons’ longtime pals,
television producers Linda
Bloodworth-Thomason
and
Harry Thomason, were in the
crowd of 1,000 network executives, actors and industry
employees who gathered in the
ballroom of a Beverly Hills
hotel.
Mrs. Clinton joked that
Thomason had admonished
her to stand up and tell CBS he
wanted a better time slot for one
of his shows.
CBS entertainment chief
Peter Tortorici and ABC President Robert !ger also were
there.
Actress Eva Marie Saint asked
for the first lady’s thoughts on
U.S. child care.
"I think we have made some
progress, but I think it is still difficult, very difficult for working
families to have the level of support they need," Mrs. Clinton
said.
A woman who identified herself as a disabled person tearfully asked Mrs. (linton what could
he done about insurers who
refused to cover her.

The other semifinalists are
Donna M. Arlton, vice president
for academic affairs at East Texas
State; Marvalene Hughes, vice
president for student affairs and
vice provost at the University of
Minnesota, Twin Cities; Jane E.
Miller, provost and vice president for academic affairs at State
University of New York at
Oswego; and Sal D. Ftinella, vice
president for administration at
California State University,
Fullerton.
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Accreditation
From page
visit SJSU October 10 through
14.
Although student input is
important to the report committee and the accreditation
process, Fimble said SJSU’s size
and status as a commuter school
make it impossible to get every
student’s opinion.
students
hopes
Fimble
will take it upon themselves
to read the part of the
report related to them, and
send their responses to her

office in the Business Towers.
"If the university really cared
about what we thought, it would
mail out response forms or
something. It would make it easier for us to respond," history
major Brad Monahan said.
Copies of the report are available in Clark Library and in
every departmental office on
campus.
Not only will the accreditation
team examine information in
the report, it will search for overlooked trouble-spots, she said.

Possible problems such as the
condition of university buildings,
the quality of classes and mistakes in the course catalogue are
areas the report and accreditation team are scheduled to
address, according to Fimble.
"We’ve been examining ourselves. In the accreditation,
they’ll find if we know ourselves.
I want to see if students agree
with the report," she said.
Student response to the
report, according to Fimble, will
help assure her the committee
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was thorough enough in its findings.
Fimble wants students to help
her answer three specific questions; if the authors have identified major university issues, if students agree with the author’s
conclusions and if the report has
any factual errors.
"I think it’s cool that they
want to hear what we have to say,
but I have a feeling we’ll be reaccredited no matter what,"
Catharine
math
major
Stephanos said.

SAMUEL
MERRITT
COLLEGE
Oakland, California
Proudly Announces a New
ENTRY-LEVEL MASTER’S DEGREE
IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Beginning in Fall 1994
Admission requirements include:
Previous baccalaureate degree required
Minimum cumulative GPA of 2.8 (last 60 semester units)
and minimum science GPA of 2.6
GRE scores will be required; preferred minimums are 450
verbal and 1500 composite
Some evidence of occupational therapy volunteer/paid
experience
Completion of required prerequisites
Deadline for Fall 1994 admis+ion-.Inne I. 1994.

Attend one of the MOT Information Sessions at Samuel Merritt
College to learn more about this new program:
Saturday. April 30, 1994, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 18, 1994, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Please call the Office of Admissions at (510) 420-6076 or (800) 607MERRITT to reserve your place at an Information Session or to
request application materials.

TWO STUDENTS FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE.
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295-6666

1531 PARKMOOR *
(at Meridian next to Food 4 Less)
66 California ai Nevada Locations.

Two people can Join for Sinl, plus S17 each monthly due, on automatic bank debit Ray
Wilson Family Fitness has more locations and more fitness equipment than any other
company in California Must he at least IS year, idd or 14 with parent No other diacounts
can be used with this offer and membership must he purchased and used at the San Rise Ray
Wilson Family Fitness (’enter. Incentives may he offered for enrolling in other memberships. Ralsysitting available Iota nominal fee.

Ray Wilson A
pioneer of the
fitness industry.
Founder of Ray
Wilson Family
Fitness Centeri
and designer of
Lifecyck vier
cl.e bicycle
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